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up for periodical training to keep them fit for war service;
whereas, in the British army, men enlisted for twenty years,
with the result that a large proportion were too old to stand the
strain of active service, and there was no reservoir of reserves to
call upon in war-time. What was wanted was an army that
would be " a manufactory for making soldiers, rather than a
costly receptacle for veterans."
This task was undertaken by Edward Cardwell, an old
Peelite colleague of Gladstone's, who had now become his
Secretary for War. We may sum up his measures under four
headings : (i) He established a short service system. In future,
men were to enlist for twelve years, the first few years to be
spent " with the colours " and the remainder " in the reserve.51
(2) The infantry regiments, hitherto known only by numbers,
were to be grouped in pairs, each pair being allotted to a
particular recruiting area, of which it took the name and in
which it had a depot.1 It is a peculiarity of the British
army that a considerable proportion of it is always serving
overseas (especially in India) ; and the new system enabled
one battalion to be on foreign service wrhile the other was
at the depot, bringing its numbers and efficiency up to the
required standard. (3) The absurd old system by which
officers bought and sold their commissions was abolished.
(4) Hitherto the army had been controlled by three or four
independent authorities — one for personnel, another for
clothing and stores, and so on. Henceforward the Secretary
for War, assisted by an Army Council of experienced officers,
was to be supreme over the whole military system.
The net result of all this was that army officers began to take
a more serious interest in their profession, while service in the
ranks became a possible occupation for self-respecting young
men, instead of being left to " the scum of the earth, enlisted
for drink/' as the old Duke once said.
1 Thus, for instance, the 64th Foot and the gSth Foot were grouped
together as "The North Staffordshire Regiment," with a dep6t at
Lichfield.

